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When buying any recording 
equipment you, as a high fidelity en
thusiast, are interested in its many 
technical aspects. Frequency response, 
signal-to-noise ratio, flutter and wow 
are, certainly, all important. And in 
these aspects the FME Tape Recorder 
is incomparable in its price class. 

Yet, in the truest sense only your ear 
can really distinguish the quality of fine 
recorded sound. Only your trained touch 
can really judge the simple, smooth oper
ation of a tape recorder. It is for this 
reason that Federal, without bold refer
ence to technical specifications, invites 
you, the real jury, to listen to the FME. 

Hear for yourself Federal's triumph 
in sound. Feel for yourself its quality 
construction, its smooth, simple opera
tion. Playback any tape—either 3% or 
714 IPS. Test its single knob control, 
its fast forward and rewind, its separate 
volume and tone controls and many 
other wanted features. 

Then look at the price—^we're sure 
you'll be delightfully surprised. 

Only $ 139.95. Supplied complete with 
ceramic microphone, reel of magnetic 
tape, take-up reel, power cord and plug. 
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Jazz^t Newport: 1955 

By WHITNEY BALLIETT 

THE second annual Newport Jazz 
Festival, which was held over the 
mid-weekend of July in Free-

body Park, a spacious sports field 
adjacent to the Newport Casino, was, 
like the army of Darius the Persian, 
an elephantine and onsweeping thing. 
It lit the air with music. It ran off the 
walls, and presumably the skins, of 
the Newport rich. It blew off, finally, 
on its third day, a fingery, leaden 
overcast. In all probability, in fact, so 
much jazz—good and bad—has never 
been offered by so many to so many 
in one place and at one time in its 
history. Something under 200 musi
cians, whose styles ranged from the 
spaghettied sounds of Pee Wee Rus
sell to the partly defined modernisms 
of Charlie Mingus, played for some 
thirteen or fourteen hours to an 
estimated total of 26,000 people. 

In comparison with the first Festiv
al, which consisted of just two concerts 
and one panel discussion, the second 
Festival included three concerts and 
two panel discussions (both with 
music). In addition, the contents were 
bolder, more imaginative, and yielded, 
principally because of the larger 
quantities on hand, a superior propor
tion of good jazz. One remembers, for 
example, in trying to sort out the Mis
sissippi of sounds the sprout and 
power of the Woody Herman band, 
the rococo enthusiasm of Errol Gar
ner, the belling quality developed by 
the Marian McPartland trio aug
mented by Jimmy McPartland, the 
sliding intensity of Dave Brubeck and 
his quartet, the warm horizontal-
vertical structurings of the Modern 
Jazz Quartet, the wind that took the 
lid off Freebody Park when Jo Jones, 
Count Basie, Lester Young, and Ruby 
Braff arrived, the high-water poig
nancy of "Now's the Time," pro
pounded by Miles Davis, Gerry Mul
ligan, Zoot Sims, and Thelonius Monk, 
and the massive yet always light-
footed blockings of the incomparable 
Count Basie band. 

The Festival was opened under a 
dim sky by Senator Theodore Green 
of Rhode Island, who spoke almost 
inaudibly (there was continual diffi
culty this year with microphones and 
loudspeakers: all the vocalists, with 
the exception of Louis Armstrong, 
sounded froggy) about jazz being a 
revolution. John McClellan, a Boston 
jazz disc jockey, then introduced 

Woody Herman as master of cere
monies for the first night, and Herman, 
who did his job without distinction, 
introduced Stan Rubin and the Tiger-
town Five, who, in their turn, pro
vided some Shakespearean, curtain-
raising loud talk while the large audi
ence splayed itself into its seats. Teddi 
King, an attractive, carved brunette, 
v/hose singing style is best suited for 
intimate situations, followed, and was 
immediately lost beneath the micro
phones and too-heavy accompani
ment. Errol Garner, abetted by drums 
and bass, brought the evening to its 
feet, and to a mood that was carried 
on by Woody Herman's Third Herd, in 
which Dick Collins, a moving, dark-
toned trumpeter, especially shone. Roy 
Eldridge, Coleman Hawkins, and Jo 
Jones (who demonstrated consistently 
throughout the Festival his matchless-
ness as a drummer) appeared next. 
And, because of the harmfully unob-
jective programming of the concerts 
(some musicians were introduced as 
"great," others were not even named), 
which allowed them little time, and 
because Eldridge was fooling around 
with a mellophone, they came no
where near illustrating their positions 
as foundation jazzmen, except, per
haps, as accompanists for Joe Turner, 
who rocked and rolled with the ease 
of an ocean liner. Louis Armstrong, 
who now tends to be a caricature 
of himself, closed the first concert 
in company with Trummy Young, 
Barrett Deems, Billy Kyle, Barney 
Bigard, Arvell Shaw, and Velma Mid-
dleton the singer, who did her usual 
tasteless and unnecessary 200-pound 
Jello dance. 

B, 'ECAUSE of further unfortunate 
programming, the second concert (a 
misty, clammy night) was, for the 
most part, like listening to an aggres
sive monotone with a pitcher of mar
tinis under his belt. Max Roach and 
Clifford Brown, who are two of the 
most powerfully individualized oper
ators today in the musical tradition 
begun some fifteen years ago as be
bop, opened the concert, which was 
introduced throughout the evening by 
John McClellan, an articulate but not 
forceful enough master of ceremonies. 
They were shaded off coolly into a 
group composed of Warne Marsh, Lee 
Konitz, Russ Freeman, and Buzzy 
Drootin. The pulse of the evening 
went up somewhat after this when 
Dinah Washington, a big, angular-
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Louis Armstrong with Mrs. Lorillard, wife of the Newport Jazz Festival's president. 

voiced singer, came on stage. It 
sagged again, however, with the a p 
pearance of Chet Baker, who worked 
uncertainly and variously with the 
excellent Bobby Brookmeyer, Al 
Cohn, and Gerry Mulligan. (Mulligan 
appeared on stage, usually unan
nounced, sporadically throughout the 
Festival, like some sort of genial, one-
man Greek chorus.) Suddenly, fol
lowing this, the monotone was broken 
by Marian and Jimmy McPartland, 
who ran his Bixian gold up and down 
the Park as comfortably as old friends 
sitting down to talk. Wild Bill David
son, Pee Wee Russell, Vic Dickenson, 
Bud Freeman, Milt Hinton, Drootin, 
and George Wein (a small, inde
fatigable, ball-shaped man, who as 
the producer of the festival has be
come one of the best friends jazz has) 
followed, put joy and blast into their 
jazz, and gave way to Dave Brubeck 
and his quartet. 

The final concert, performed under 
a lucent sky, was conducted by Duke 
Ellington, who can suspend more gra-
ciousness from an English sentence 
than anyone alive. It was started, in
advisedly, by the Modern Jazz Quar
tet, whose intricacies. Bach-like and 
otherwise, demand quiet, at least, to 
be properly appreciated. The group 
consisting of Basie, Jones, Young, 
and Braff followed, and, emotionally, 
at any rate, the Festival began. Jimmy 
Rushing, unimpeachably round, made 
a surprise appearance with the group, 
and was as blue and syllabic as 
ever. 

The Miles Davis aggregation came 
next, with its leader, a shy trumpeter 
who plays in a motionless, timid 
crouch, giving his gentle, curved u t 
terances such definition and beauty 
that the crowd was held quiet as a 
mouse. Dave Brubeck reappeared for 
a more satisfactory display than that 
of the previous evening. After this 

a lively miscellany, in varying com
binations of trios, quartets, and to 
gether, was carried on by Jo Jones, 
Bobby Hackett, J. J . Johnson, Kai 
Winding, Billy Taylor, Ben Webster 
(who proved as statuesque as ever) . 
Peanuts Hucko, Dick Katz, and Bud 
Shank (whose considerable talents 
were completely trod under by the 
circumstances). The evening—all in all 
the most exciting and satisfying of the 
three—^was closed by the Basie band, 
which, though manifesting little cf the 
sensuousness and inner swing of its 
earlier versions, tore at its jazz so 
hard one felt as though he had been 
literally banged in the chest. So the 
Festival ended, as it should have, with 
the spirit of jazz as a hot, creative, and 
inescapable force, banked, it seemed, 
against the very heavens. 

TE L H E two panel discussions held on 
Saturday and Sunday afternoons at 
Belcourt, an Italian Renaissance 
structure about a mile from Freebody 
Park, were, due to the smaller, more 
harmonious audiences, the high 
quality of the "demonstrational" 
music played by The Six and by a 
nine-piece group led by Charlie 
Mingus, and the general thoughtful-
ness of the speakers (Wilder Hobson, 
Father Norman O'Connor, Marshall 
Stearns, Gerry Mulligan, Dave Bru
beck, and Eric Larrabee were a few) 
as successful, on the whole, as any
thing presented at the Festival. In 
fact, the organization of these after
noon meetings indicated a direction 
future festivals may have to take if 
they are not to be swamped by their 
own heftiness. As a celebration of 
American jazz, nevertheless, the 
second Newport Festival was a happy, 
successful occasion. And, like last 
year, the sea-air, the trees, the grass, 
and the circling sky gave the music an 
added and proper magic. 

^y^m^-
L I V I N G P R E S E N C E 

H I G H F I D E L I T Y 

HOWARD HANSON 
corTJuctirif; the 

EASTMAN-ROCHESTER 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

GRIFFES The Pleasure Dome of Kubia Khan; 
The White Peacock; Clouds; Bacchanale 
LOEFFLER Memories of My ChiWhood; Poerr, 
for Orchestra. MG 40012 

PORTER Poem and Dance; DONOVAN New 
England Chronicle; HIVELY Tres Himnos. 
MG 40013 

RAFAEL DRUIAN, violin 
JOHN SIMMS, piano 

BARTOK Sonata No, 2 for Violin and Piano; 
RAVEL Sonata foi Violin and Piano. 
MG 80000 

ENESCO Sonata No. 3 m A Minor "In the 
Popular Roumanian Style"; JANACEK So
nata for Violin and Piano. MG 80001 

SCHUMANN Sonata No. 1 m A Minor for 
Violin and Piano, Op. 105; BRAHMS Sonata 
No. 2in AMajor "Thun." MG 80002 

ROTH 
STRING QUARTET 

KODALY Quartet No. 1, Op. 2. MG 80004 

&/-C€i^m '^^/l^W 
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Acoustical Perfection 

"For application rftqutr-
ing up ta 30 wottf... this 

unit should satisfy the most 
critical.*'—Audio Equipment Report 

The QUAD II system manufactured by the 
Acoustical Co. of England provides unparalleled 
audio reproduction, complete flexibility of control 
and simplicity of operation. Features include high 
efficiency, harmonic filtering, push-button equadi-
zation and channel selection, exact pick-up match
ing, balanced feedback throughout, precision-
made 13 section output transformer. Hear it a t 
your earliest opportunity! 
QUAD 11 systems were used exclusively for recent 
Festival Hall Hi-Fi demonstrations in London. 
. RESPONSE: 

QC 11 Control Unit: 10-60,000: 0.5db (illustrated) 
QUAD II Amplifier 20-20,000 cpi; flot (not shown) 

• Total Distortion, QC II: 0.02% 
• Total Distortion, QUAD II: less than 1 / I 0% 
• Full complement of controls, including filter slope, bass, 

treble, 3 channel selection and record compensation, 

QCII Control Unit $120.00 
QUAD II Amplifier 130.00 
System Complete 237.50 

For complete specifications and name of your 
nearest Beam QUAD dealer, write: 

BEAM INSTRUMENTS C O R P O R A T I O N 
Depf. Sk'7 350 Fifth Avenu; New York I N. Y, 

^ ^ Ask your dealer to demonstrate the 

% P I C K E R I N G 
F 220.2.40^260 
P CARTRIDGES 
; till Trioit-WlaAl̂  
£. piniect pjicmo plciawA sum-

S^=- tihoixuisAj 

fe- / ^ IMCKEIll^i; 

P L A Y A K U E N Q R E C O R D E R 
Ffnesf Swiss Import 

Made of the choicest Swi»i pear, maple, cherryj alio 
in boxwood, grenadilla, rosewood, ollvewood. Each 
instrument carefully selected and tested. Model l b 
Kueng Soprano & Method complete with bag and 

jwob $7.25. Other Sopranos from 
$3.95 and altos from $12. Send 
for free catalog R-75. 

HARGAIL MUSIC PRESS 
130 West 56 St.. N.Y.C. I f 

1318 Sront Ave., San Francisco 11, Calif. 

Recordings in Review 

Continued jrom page 41 

flective rondo which balances the long 
first movement (there is no slow 
movement per se) is "out of character" 
with what precedes—is one of notable 
attractions now. For it expresses the 
character of the concerto as an organic 
entity rather than a carbor. copy of 
the conventional three-movement 
work of nineteenth-century pattern. 
It will take several hearings for a 
complete judgment to be possible, but 
it is clear that Menuhin has added a 
score of major interest to the reper
tory. Woldike does his work in ex
emplary fashion, and the recording is 
excellent. Three short pieces—Debus
sy's "Girl with the Flaxen Hair," 
Ravel's "Kaddish," and the "Spanish 
Dance" from Falla's "Vida Breve"— 
fill out the second side. 

A London Special 

BIZET: Symphony in C, "Patrie Over
ture." Ernest Ansermet conducting 
the Suisse Romande Orchestra. 
London LL-1186, $3.98. 

LONDON SO steadily produces records 
of a high aural consistency (taking 
that word to mean texture as well as 
regularity) that the unusual one 
should hardly be taken for granted. 
What there is about this recording of 
the Bizet symphony that gives un 
common pleasure is not easy to state: 
it is not louder than the average, 
more insistent in its claim on the 
attention, or marked by outstanding 
features. But it has a singular even
ness of character from low bass 
through to treble that might be 
likened to the sheen on a well-polished 
piece of wood. 

As for the performances, they are 
meticulous in the manner we have 
come to expect from Ansermet and 
his fine orchestra (which, if the Swiss 
are export-minded, would certainly 
be welcomed here as performing 
tourists). I think of the first and last 
movements as somewhat more youth
fully exuberant than Ansermet per
mits them to be, but the two between 
are all they should be. In sum, it is 
qualitatively of the same order as the 
Stokowski, with the plus that goes 
with the distinguished sound. 

The "Patrie" overture has never 
been a particular favorite of mine—^I 
defy anyone not acquainted with the 
composer's name to find much that is 
characteristically Bizet in it—^but it 
is hard to resist when so well played 
as it is here. It is, in addition, another 
postgraduate exercise in the art of 
recording. — Î. K. 

I recoff.j, 

WHAT IS HI-FI? 
A journey behind the 

scenes with Kurt List, Westmin
ster's musical director, describes 
high fidelity and the making of 
high fidehty records. Informa
tive, interesting, of permanent 
value to every record buyer. For 
your free copy, send a card to: 
WESTMINSTER RECORDS 

DEPT. SR 
275 Seventh Ave., New York 1, N.Y. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO 

SUBSCRIBERS 

If you are going to move it is necessary 
that the proper notification be made, at 
the earliest possible moment to SATUR
DAY REVIEW by letter, post card, or post 
office form No. 22S, giving the old address, 
as well as the new, with postal-zone num
ber i f any. You should also notify your 
local post office on postal form No. 22. 
Both postal forms are obtainable at any 
post office. 

A t considerable time is required to proc
ess a change of address, you are urged to 
advise the SATURDAY REVIEW Subscrip
tion Department as soon as you know your 
new address, preferably four weeks in ad-

THE SATURDAY REVIEW 
Subscription Depf. 

25 W. 45tli St.. New York 36. N.Y. 

BUY U. S. 

SAVINGS BONDS 
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Letters to the RECORDINGS Editor 
W A G N E R A N D AMERICA 

Is IT NOT HIGH time there was a "Wagner 
Society" in this country? Perhaps so 
many of our readers who are violently 
opposed to Wagner and his music fail to 
remember that not only did his daring 
and originality cause opera (and music 
in general) to advance beyond the static 
state into which it had lapsed previous 
to his arrival upon the musical scene, 
but also that the greatest modern inno
vators who have taken every opportunity 
to slander him are eternally in his debt. 
After Wagner combined good theatre 
with good music music finally grew up. 
Moreover, it is especially interesting to 
note that Wagner's interest in America 
was perhaps greater than any other Eu 
ropean composer's. Is it perhaps not 
typical that we should have societies 
dedicated to every other European com
poser with the exception of one that 
honored us? 

R. D. BOYD. 

Tucson, Ariz. 

RESURRECTED " R I N G " 

A s EVIDENCED BY LETTERS to yoU d u r i n g 
the past few months, there is a substan
tial interest in complete recordings of 
Wagner's "Ring." This interest is usually 
squelched by the critics with explanations 
of cost and vocal talent. Why hasn't 
anyone thought of the partial although 
simple solution to these two problems. 
That is the resurrection of the great per 
formances on Victor of the almost com
plete "Siegfried," the extensive "WaUc-
(ire," and the "Rheingold" finale by 
Leiden, Schorr, and Melchior. 

DANIEL WAXLER. 

Dover, N. J. 

" R I N G " FOR THE REMOTE 

IF THE GREAT RECORDING companies 
would take note of the increasing demand 
of music-lovers for a complete wel l - re 
corded "Ring" they would make imme
diate plans for the enterprise. Such an 
undertaking would be of great help to 
those thousands of Wagner admirers 
who cannot go either to the Metropolitan 
or Bayreuth. 

WALTER H . MURRAY. 

Caparra Heights, P. R. 

BEETHOVEN N O T SO BAD 

IN HIS REVIEW of our book "Beethoven and 
His Nephew", Mr. George Simpson con
tends that we overlooked three most im
portant facts: The first one is that Bee
thoven contracted syphilis. To which we 
have to quote from our book ". . . New
man attempts to explain the negative 
traits in Beethoven's character—which he 
presents in a tone of polemic disap
proval—as the reaction to syphilis ac 
quired in his youth. Such a hypothesis 
contributes nothing essential to the inter
pretation of the peculiar characteristics 
of Beethoven's personal relationships; 

these can be better understood, without 
any forcing, from the inner conflict he 
had undergone from early childhood." 
Besides, it cannot be definitely established 
that Beethoven acquired syphilis. 

The second fact supposedly overlooked 
by us is that his deafness can be viewed 
as psychogenic. From the course of his 
auditory disorder and from the autopsy 
there can be hardly any doubt that Bee 
thoven suff'ered from otosclerosis which 
affected both nervi acustici. These a p 
peared degenerated at the autopsy. The 
organic origin of this affliction is u n 
questionable. 

The third fact is that Beethoven was an 
alcoholic. This statement depends on the 
definition of "alcoholism." Beethoven 
drank wine, but not to any excess. We 
have not a single report tha t he was ever 
observed in an intoxicated state. His 
liver, however, might have been par t ic
ularly susceptible to the consequences of 
alcoholic beverages. But he cannot be 
considered an "alcoholic" in the sense of 
mental pathology. 

DRS. RICHARD and EDITHA STERBA. 

Grosse Pointe, Mich. 

MUSIC OR MADNESS 

IT WOULD SEEM, from the Simpson review 
of "Beethoven and His Nephew," that 
Beethoven's chief contribution to "our 
cultural world" was a king-sized "Oedipus 
complex." Simpson's suggestion that 
psychoanalysis is a useful tool in music 
appreciation is, to me, the nadir of music 
appreciation. Either we listen to Bee
thoven the musician or we listen to Bee
thoven the psychopath. We cannot listen 
to both at the same time. The fact that 

Beethoven the man might have been a 
psychopathic musician has no bearing on 
the music I hear. 

PAUL YAGER. 

Elkins Park, Pa. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Sometimes knowing the 
artist can help us to know his art. 

STONEWALL AT BAY 

WHILE I AM loath to take issue with as 
distinguished an historian as former 
President Harry S. Truman, a phrase in 
his article [SR Mar. 26] warrants com
ment. While he may be right in his s tate
ment that he can see "General Jackson 
riding down the Plank Road" at Chancel-
lorsville (in his attack on the Union's 
Eleventh Corps) all evidence points to the 
contrary, and no standard work suggests 
that he ever rode down the (Orange) 
Plank Road. 

His corps crossed it, while on the Brock 
Road, and went on northwesterly to the 
Turnpike; there it formed in line of 
divisions and attacked up the Turnpike. 
Jackson followed his men; later sought to 
re-form them, and it seems certain that 
he was wounded while reconnoitering the 
Union position—still on the Turnpike. 
(It is a fact, however, tha t all maps 
show that the Plank Road turns into 
the Turnpike at Dowdall's Tavern, but 
east of there carries the name of the 
latter.) 

FRANKLIN SNOW. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The question would seem 
to he, did our distinguished contributor 
"see" General Jackson riding down the 
Plank Road before or after it was given 
the name of Turnpike? There seems a 
legitimate area of doubt here, phis a 
minute cause for quibble. 

R E C O R D M A R T 

RECORD MART is designed to provide 
a bulletin board on which may be posted 
buyers' or sellers' notices of anything odd, 
unusual, rare, or out-of-print on discs 
or the accessories thereto. Individuals as 
well as dealers may submit their offerings 
of duplicated discs, rare labels, old acous
tics, society sets, private issues, or with
drawn items, albums, needles, record 
brushes, or the like. Rate 40^ per word: 

10-word minimum. Count two extra words 
for box and number. Full payment must 
be received eighteen days before publica
tion. We forward all niail received in 
answer to box numbers and submit post
age bills periodically. Mail to be called 
for at this office will be held thirty days 
only. Address RECORD MART. The Sat
urday Review, 25 West 45th Street, New 
York 36, N. Y. 

RARE VOCAL OPERATIC RECORDS. Free lists. 
ROBERT NATHAN, B480 Broadway, NYC 63. 

NOW! Stack favorite LP's on your changer! " N O N -
TUTCH RECORDISKS" separate, save from abrasive 
scratches. $1 at record dealers. B&G PRODUCTS, 205 
East Liberty, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

RE-RECORD your 78's on LP's. 16-10" sides on ONE 
LP. $4.85. BELL MUSIC BOX, 847 Sixth Ave., NYC I. 
LOngacre 5-9773. 

RECORDERS (ENGLISH FLUTES) KUENG Swiss Im
port, also Doimetsch, Purcell, and Barenreiter. Ba
roque (English fingering). $3.95. $6, $7.50 up. Re
corder music and records. Free cafologue R75, 
HARGAIL. 130 West 56 St., NYC. 

HI-FI, factory fresh, guaranteed LP records. Pre
recorded tape, phonographs, music systems at big 
savings. SOUTHWEST RECORD DISCOUNT CLUB, 
4710 Caroline, Houston, Texas. 

VOCALS, operatic-personality, sold. Collections 
bought. RECORD COLLECTORS' SERVICE (c/o D. 
Reichman), 530 East 88 St., Apt . 2F, NYC. REgent 
7-7611. 

Ht-FI SERVICE. The Audio Exchange Service Labora
tory is responsible for the reliabil i ty of our used 
equipment. You may avail yourself of this expert 
service for maintenance and repair of your Hi-Fi 
equipment. THE AUDIO EXCHANGE, Dept. SR. 
159-19 Hillside Ave., Jamaica 32, N. Y. OLympia 
8-0445. AUDIO EXCHANGE EXCHANGES AUDIO. 

RARE RECORDS sold, lowly priced. Free lists. Col
lections bought. E. HIRSCHMANN. 100 Duncan Ave.. 
Jersey City, New Jersey. 

RECORDING TAPE, all brands; also used tape 
(cleanly erased); other bargains. COMMISSIONED 
ELECTRONICS, 2503 Champlain St., Washington. D.C. 

RECORDING MACHINE. Webcor model 2030 (3 
speakers). New, extra mike, tapes, rolling table. 
Bargain. Atkins, 170 Broadway. NYC 38. BEekman 
3-3610. 

AGENT FOR PRIVATE ESTATE offering hundreds of 
brand-new, never-ployed LP's. Includes rare limited 
editions, society sets, private issues, many hard-to-
get items. Reductions up to 60%. Send for free list 
NOW. Only one of each record avai lable. Box 
W-764. 
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